1. Introduction. Let (En, tn) , n E N be measurable Lusin spaces and put (E, £) _ (1E1 x E2 x ~ ~ ~ , £1 ® £2 ® ~ ~ ~). Suppose that , and v are probability measures on (E,S) satisfying v
We then denote by ... , and Zn(xl, ... , the regular conditional distributions for the future (lEn+1 x ~ ~ ~)
given the past Si ® ~ ~ ~ (8) £n under J.L and v respectively. Blackwell and Dubins (1962) showed that those conditional distributions merges as n becomes large; more precisely, the total variation distance between them converges to 0 v-a.s. as n -oo.
In what follows, we prove its extension to continuous time case using the prediction process of F. B. Knight (1975 Knight ( , 1992 . ' We start with introducing the prediction process, which consists of suitable versions of conditional distributions of the future given the past in continuous time setting. For our purpose, it is unnecessary to make any topological assumption on the state space. Thus we need only the prediction process in a measure-theoretic setting as developed in Chapter 1 of Knight (1992) . Let (E, G) be a measurable Lusin space and ME the space of B+/E measurable functions as before. Let us define the pseudo-path filtration by 9 F't 03C3 (s0 f(w(u))du, s t, f ~ b~), and put F' = F'~ = t>0 F't. Note that each F't is countably generated and satisfies 't_ _ ~'t for t > 0. We denote by II the set of probability measures on (Ms, ~''), and E y). The shift operator 03B8t on ME is defined by 9tw(s) = w (t+s) and is ~'t+~ / ~'9 measurable for all s, t E 1~+ ~ It is shown in Chapter 1 of Knight (1992) (ii) For any (F't)-predictable T > 0 and A E y,
We note that even when the space E has been given the prescribed Lusin topology, the processes (Zt ) and (Zt ) are not related to each other through that topology ofE (see Knight (1992) K z ' r ( f j , 0 3 C 9 ) = f i ( 0 3 C 9 ) L ( 0 3 C 9 ) L z r ( 0 3 C 9 ) K z r ( d 0 3 C 9 , 0 3 C 9 ) Meyer (1976) that for Pz-almost every w and all t, k't (div, w) and k't (dw, w) is concentrated on the atom of ~'t containing w, which is the set of w E ME such that w(s) = w(s) for A-a. 
